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Hi friends . my name is deepak.. Accenture visited our campus on 29 march...it was a co-campus activity...Accenture allow to sit
together B.Tech and MCA students. there were around 1200 students appeared for the written test....Then after two days we get
our result.. around two hundred students cleared the written test.. test was very easy but main thing was cut-off was very
high...you must practice a lot to do all question in paper otherwise you will not clear the cut off...so practice easy question as
well..on 5th of April we had next emaing rounds......at 10.00 am there was a ppt. session....it last for 45 minutes.....then GD
started...there were group of 12 people...after GD around 85 students were selected for technical and HR ..
TECHNICAL round..
The technical round was not so easy.. people used to say that Accenture technical is very easy...but its more then just c and
c++...the person who was taking my interview ask me questions on c ,c++, networking, software engineering, database
management....one thing you must care that you do not tell a lie...the person who is taking your interview is more smart...than
you...so if you are not good in one subject just tell the interviewer that you are not comfortable in that subject...if he ask question
to you on that subject ......about your favourite subject your all fundamentals should be clear otherwise it can create problem for
you....
HR round was very interactive....HR person is always a cool guy..he will make you more comfortable then technical person..
then around 9.00 pm result was declared...around 40 student were selected...it was a day which i would never like to forget in my
life....i was selected in my dream company....so guys be ready ......
see you in Accenture ALL THE BEST.....
Those people who have one year gap can be a part of Accenture very easy....but gap of more then one year will create
problem...so don't think that you had one yr gap and Accenture will not hire you...be ready to clarify that why you have a gap in
your studies...

